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Abstract 

The photoprotective mechanisms of desiccation tolerance and freezing tolerance 
strategies and their relation to molecular mobility (cell vitrification) were assessed in a 
single model: the exceptional subalpine and resurrection plant Ramonda myconi. 
Dehydrating leaves showed a drop in Fv/Fm accompanied by synthesis of zeaxanthin 
(Z), even in the dark, which was limited by cell vitrification after complete desiccation. 
The recovery of Fv/Fm after a severe drying treatment (7 d at 50% RH) confirmed the 
tolerance of R. myconi leaves to desiccation. In winter, R. myconi plants showed a 
highly dynamic component of photoinhibition. Interestingly, the enzymatic violaxanthin 
de-epoxidase (VDE) activity occurred at –7 ºC, below the freezing temperature range of 
the leaves (2 ± 2 ºC) and even in the dark. This suggests that, in nature, the enzyme can 
still be active in frozen leaves, as long as they are above the glass transition 
temperature. Drop in Fv/Fm and increase in Z were reversible upon rehydration and 
thawing respectively, and were not perfectly matched, suggesting that both Z-
independent and Z-dependent forms of sustained dissipation are occurring. Overall, our 
data reinforce the light-independent activity of the VDE enzyme under stress and 
suggest that Z-accumulation could occur in darkness in a scenario when temperatures 
drop dramatically in the night under natural conditions.  
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analysis; NPQ, non-photochemical quenching of chlorophyll fluorescence; RWC, 
relative water content; V, violaxanthin; Z, zeaxanthin. 
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Introduction 

Desiccation stress and freezing stress share many physiological consequences in 
photosynthetic tissues that result in severe mechanical and oxidative pressure in the cell 
(Verhoeven et al. 2017). The risk of exacerbated oxidative pressure occurs as a 
consequence of limitation to photosynthetic activity specifically, and to metabolism in 
general, due to dramatically slowed molecular mobility (cell vitrification) (Verhoeven et 
al. 2017). Under these circumstances, upregulation of photoprotective mechanisms, able 
either to dissipate excess absorbed light energy as heat or to protect cellular integrity 
from damaging oxidative reactions, becomes essential for the survival of the 
photosynthetic tissue (Öquist and Huner 2003; Adams et al. 2004; Chaves et al. 2009; 
Verhoeven 2014; Fernández-Marín et al. 2017). Different ecophysiological strategies 
have evolved in plants to survive frost. While some species developed freezing 
avoidance to deal with frost, i.e. deciduous species, or alternatively, species that 
undergo supercooling (Wisniewski et al. 2014), others are truly freezing tolerant and are 
able to cope with ice formation within their leaves (Neuner 2014). Similarly, many plant 
species have developed drought avoidance strategies to deal with severe limitation of 
water in the environment: i.e. succulent species, or drought tolerant species with very 
high water use efficiencies, while a few truly desiccation tolerant species, also called 
“resurrection plants”, are able to cope with extreme dehydration until tissues equilibrate 
with the relative humidity of the environment (Fernández-Marín et al. 2016). 
Interestingly, in nature, most freezing tolerant species are not tolerant to desiccation; i.e. 
needles of the conifer Picea obovata are able to tolerate immersion in liquid nitrogen 
(Angelcheva et al. 2014), but no conifer has so far been described that survives to 
complete dehydration. At the same time, most resurrection plants are not able to tolerate 
freezing; so far freezing tolerance has not been reported in any of the vascular plants 
that are DT. 
A key photoprotective mechanism used by plants to cope with excess light absorption is 
thermal energy dissipation, which is associated with the accumulation of zeaxanthin and 
is typically measured as non-photochemical quenching of chlorophyll fluorescence 
(NPQ). Zeaxanthin (Z) is a carotenoid that plays indispensable roles in the 
photoprotection and preservation of the integrity of chloroplasts. When bound to 
antenna proteins Z acts as a modulator of the efficiency of light energy conversion 
(Müller et al. 2001), and when free in the thylakoid Z participates as an antioxidant and 
membrane stabilizer (Havaux et al. 2004; Gruszecki and Strzalka 2005; Dall’Osto et al. 
2010). Two different enzymes are capable of synthesizing Z: (i) β-carotene 
hydroxylase, which synthesises Z from β-carotene in a non-reversible reaction (Tian et 
al. 2003), and (ii) violaxanthin de-epoxidase (VDE), which catalyses the de-epoxidation 
of violaxanthin (V) to antheraxanthin (A) and then to Z (Saga et al. 2010). This two-step 
reaction has been traditionally considered to be light-dependent and can be reverted by a 
third enzyme: the zeaxanthin epoxidase (ZE), which epoxidates Z back to V, closing the 
so-called xanthophyll or V-cycle (Müller et al. 2001; Ruban et al. 2007; Demmig-
Adams et al. 2012; Jahns and Holzwarth 2012; Dall’Osto et al. 2017). The conversion 
of V to Z is associated with conformational changes in the antennae and with enhanced 
dissipation of energy as heat (NPQ), that overall have a vital photoprotective role in the 
photosynthetic apparatus (Demmig-Adams 1998; Johnson et al. 2011; Leuenberger et 
al. 2017). This cycle modulates the efficiency of light energy conversion adjusting it 
dynamically to the actual demand of metabolic energy, thereby protecting the 
photosynthetic apparatus from photodamage. The payback of such a mechanism is that, 
in a fluctuating light environment, NPQ and energy demand are not always perfectly 
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coupled and NPQ may cause a loss in plant productivity up to 20% (Kromdijk et al. 
2016).  
Under conditions of sustained and severe stress, a non-reversible form of NPQ is 
activated. This has been referred to as sustained thermal dissipation and involves 
reductions in dark-acclimated Fv/Fm as well as dark-sustained retention of the 
xanthophyll pigments A and Z. This has been documented extensively in the case of 
winter stress (Verhoeven 2014), but is also regularly observed in response to desiccation 
(Fernández-Marín et al. 2016). In both stress scenarios Z has been shown to accumulate 
and it has been hypothesized that the A and Z are retained in a conformation for thermal 
dissipation, thus causing the observed reductions in Fv/Fm. However the exact role of Z 
on this type of NPQ has not been clearly established (Verhoeven et al. 2017). Whether 
dynamic and sustained NPQ represent different mechanisms or are two variations of the 
same process is something that requires further experiments. 

While the interconversions of the xanthophyll cycle were thought to be dependent on 
light for decades, the independence of VDE activity from light and its direct activation 
solely by tissue dehydration, has been repeatedly reported in the last few years and in a 
wide range of phylogenetically diverse organisms. The operation of the xanthophyll 
cycle in darkness was first described upon desiccation/rehydration cycles in the 
resurrection fern Ceterach officinarum (Fernández-Marín et al. 2009) and later in a 
plethora of DT-species including lichens, intertidal macroalgae, bryophytes, and 
angiosperms (Fernández-Marín et al. 2010, 2011b, 2013). Synthesis of Z in darkness 
has also been reported during the rewarming of winter-acclimated leaves from Quercus 
species (Brüggemann et al. 2009) and during heat and anoxia stress in the intertidal 
macroalgae Pelvetia canalicualta (Fernández-Marín et al. 2011a).Though the 
biochemical mechanism still remains unknown, it seems reasonable that the low 
availability of liquid water inside the photosynthetic tissues (i.e. inside the thylakoid 
lumen of the chloroplast) may induce physiological changes (i.e. lower luminal pH) that 
are involved in the activation of VDE. The enzyme is active above a threshold of water 
content, below which the enzyme will be unable to operate (Fernández-Marín et al. 
2013). Upon extreme dehydration of the tissues, cells go through a process, called 
vitrification, that ends in the glassy state: an amorphous metastable state that resembles 
a solid but has the disordered physical properties of a liquid and in which further loss of 
water and chemical reactions (particularly enzymatic reactions) are severely limited or 
impeded (Buitink and Leprince 2008). Once the glassy state is reached, the VDE will 
not be active (at least on a time frame of months) (Fernández-Marín et al. 2013). 
Vitrification can theoretically take place upon freezing of tissues as well, due to ice 
nucleation occurring extracellularly leading to desiccation of plant cells (Hirsh 1987). 
However literature is very scarce and inconsistent about the transition temperatures 
under frost, probably due to the technical limitations of the traditionally used 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) technique to assess frozen photosynthetic 
tissues such as leaves (Hirsh 1987; Strimbeck and Schaberg 2009; Strimbeck et al. 
2015). Other approaches such as dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) 
successfully used with seeds or with dry photosynthetic tissues may help to shed light 
on this aspect (Fernández-Marín et al. 2013). Considering the biophysical similarities 
that consequences of desiccation and of freezing have on plant leaves (i.e. removal of 
most of the bulk liquid water from the cell), we hypothesise that (i) Z could be 
synthesised during freezing even in the absence of light in a mechanism similar to that 
which occurs during desiccation and (ii) the enzyme will remain active before cellular 
content is vitrified. Furthermore, we speculate that (iii) if Z is formed upon freezing, it 
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will contribute to the photoprotective capacity of the tissue, and in particular to a 
sustained mode of NPQ, during the next morning. 
All things considered, it is pertinent to assess the photoprotective mechanisms of 
desiccation tolerance and freezing tolerance strategies and their relation to molecular 
mobility (cell vitrification) in a single model plant. We have chosen for this purpose the 
angiosperm Ramonda myconi (Fam. Gesneriaceae), one of the only five resurrection 
species native to Europe (Rakic et al. 2015), endemic to the Pyrenees mountains and 
that can reach the subalpine level, growing even at elevations higher than 2000 m a.s.l. 
(Picó and Riba 2002). Being a slow-growing evergreen, its leaves are unavoidably 
exposed to long periods of temperatures well below the freezing point. Further, 
considering its preference for vertical limestone slopes that are usually North oriented, 
where winter frost is unlikely buffered by the snowpack, we hypothesise that R. myconi 
plants must have developed freezing tolerance. Overall, our goal was to assess the 
photoprotective mechanisms that underpin both desiccation and freezing tolerance in R. 
myconi plants with a particular focus on xanthophyll cycle operation in response to both 
desiccation and freezing temperatures. Specifically we attempt to (i) characterise winter 
photoprotection of R. myconi as an exceptional evergreen resurrection and subalpine 
plant, (ii) evaluate the vitrification of photosynthetic tissue under low temperature, and 
(iii) assess whether or not the synthesis of Z can be directly triggered by freezing (i.e. in 
darkness), as observed during desiccation in other organisms. 
 

 
Materials and methods 

 
Plant material 

All freezing experiments were performed in winter during two consecutive years, 2016 
and 2017 (Feb 2016, Dec 2016, Mar 2017), with outdoor plants from the Botanical 
Garden of the University of Innsbruck, in Innsbruck, Austria (47°16′N, 11°23′O, 600 m 
a.s.l.). The studied plants were first planted at the Botanical Garden in 1989 and have 
their origin in native populations of the Pyrenees. Since then they have been growing 
outdoors on a limestone substrate with North-West orientation, and receive no artificial 
watering from September to May. Watering only occurs during hot summers and is on a 
weekly basis. Desiccation experiments were done with leaf material collected in late 
spring (May 2016) from a natural population of R. myconi growing in San Juan de la 
Peña, Aragón, Spain, in the Pyrenees (42°30′N, 0°40′W, 1150 m a.s.l). Plants were 
inhabiting a vertical limestone wall, facing North-West, in the understorey of a 
deciduous mixed forest. Only mature healthy leaves were used for experiments (second 
level of the rosette from the ground). 
 

Experimental design 
Experiment 1: Desiccation in the dark. Leaf discs of 12.5 mm diameter were detached 
from hydrated spring leaves and subjected to a desiccation-rehydration cycle in 
darkness. Controlled desiccation was conducted by equilibrium of samples with a 
saturated solution of MgCl2 at a relative humidity (RH) of 50%. Maximal 
photochemical efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm) and relative water content (RWC) were 
monitored at time points: 0, 5, 24, 72, and 168 h during desiccation, and at 15 min, 2 h, 
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4 h and 24 h during rehydration. Relative water content was estimated as: [(FW-
DW)/(TW-DW)] * 100, where FW is actual weight, TW is turgor weight and DW is 
weight after drying the leaf discs in the oven at 80 ˚C for 48 h. The de-epoxidation state 
of the xanthophyll cycle (abbreviated as AZ/VAZ) was assessed at 0, 24 and 168 h 
during desiccation. Additionally, molecular mobility of leaf tissues was assessed on a 
separate set of samples after equilibration at 50% RH for 48 h, by dynamic mechanical 
thermal analysis (details below). 

Experiment 2: Controlled-freezing in the dark. Freezing experiments were performed 
inside of a temperature-controlled commercial chest freezer (GT 2102, Liebherr, Lienz, 
Austria). The temperature runs inside the freezing compartment can be pre-programmed 
with a special software (written in Lab-View 2012 by O. Buchner). Temperature is 
controlled against the permanently cooling chest freezer by the use of heaters (Possitive 
Temperature Coefficient heater, Nimbus B200, DBK Austria, Krems, Austria) at AND 
accuracy of ± 0.2 ˚K. The freezing runs were programmed to start at +4 ˚C, which was 
initially kept for 1 h. The temperature was then lowered at 2 ˚K h-1, until a minimum of 
–7 ˚C was reached. This temperature profile was close to the maximum cooling rates 
that can naturally occur below 0 ˚C in alpine regions (Neuner et al. 2013). Naturally 
winter-acclimated leaves of R. myconi plants were collected in the field the afternoon 
before the experiment, when the air temperature was around +4 ˚C. The petiole was 
immediately immersed in water and each leaf incubated overnight in darkness and at +4 
˚C for 16 h before conducting the freezing experiments the next morning. Leaf 
temperature was monitored with six thermocouples during the freezing. In the first 
experiment, actual fluorescence emission (F0) and infrared images of whole winter 
acclimated leaves (Feb 2016) were monitored during freezing on four individual leaves 
(details below) and Fv/Fm measurements were recorded at the beginning and the end of 
the freezing. In order to assess pigment changes during freezing treatments, experiments 
were repeated in December of 2016. In this experiment Fv/Fm was measured, and 
samples were collected for pigment analysis before and after a freezing treatment (n = 
4). In a third replicate of the experiment (Mar 2017), in order to assess whether a longer 
exposure to freezing conditions would impact the xanthophyll pigment composition, a 
set of 6 leaves from separate individuals was subjected to the same freezing conditions, 
but incubated for 16 h at –7 ˚C in the dark. 
 

Experiment_3. Winter photoinhibition and recovery kinetics in R. myconi. Natural 
predawn Fv/Fm values were recorded directly in the garden (before sunrise) from intact 
plants on multiple winter mornings to establish a correlation with air temperature. 
Additionally, a recovery experiment was performed to determine (i) whether there is a 
fast and slow component in the recovery of photochemical activity of winter-acclimated 
R. myconi leaves and (ii) whether a correlation exists between Fv/Fm and AZ/VAZ 
during the recovery process. The recovery experiment was performed on the 15th of 
December 2016. Initial Fv/Fm values were measured on intact leaves outdoors. The same 
leaves were then collected in the early morning when air T was –2 ˚C, and immediately 
transferred (with the petiole immersed in water) to the lab for an initial incubation of 1h 
at 4 ˚C in darkness. Leaves were then transferred to +20 ˚C in darkness. The Fv/Fm 
values and the de-epoxidation index of xanthophyll cycle were recorded at 0, 1, 5 and 
24 h during rewarming. 

 
Determination of molecular mobility 
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Mechanical analyses of R. myconi leaves either desiccated (equilibrated at 50% RH) or 
fully hydrated were conducted. This measurement provided information about the 
extent of molecular mobility (and thus the potentiality of enzymatic activity) at a wide 
range of temperature including that when R. myconi leaves are frozen. Mechanical 
analyses were conducted using a DMA/SDTA861e mechanical thermal analyser 
(Mettler Toledo, Switzerland) in the shear mode. The method used is similar as 
previously described in (Fernández-Marín et al. 2013) with small modifications: tests 
were carried out in the dynamic mode from -50 to +150 ˚C at a heating rate of 2 ˚C min-

1. Each sample was scanned twice. Shear storage modulus (G´), shear loss modulus (G”) 
and the loss tangent (tanδ = G”/G´) were calculated using the Mettler Toledo STARTe 
software during dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) scans. 
 

Assessment of ice nucleation and propagation through thermal imaging 
Ice nucleation and propagation within R. myconi leaves were monitored with a digital 
infrared camera (T650SC, FLIR Systems, Dandervd, Sweden) of 0.2 mK thermal 
resolution. The camera was equipped with a close-up lens (magnifying factor: 1.5X, 
working distance: 46 mm) to achieve a spatial resolution of 25 µm. Images were 
recorded at a rate of 10 frames per second, and then processed by Infrared Differential 
Thermal Analysis (IDTA) (Hacker and Neuner 2007) with the FLIR software 
ResearcherIR Max (version 4.20.2.74, FLIR Systems, Dandervd, Sweden). Briefly, we 
subtracted as reference image the IR frame just before the occurrence of ice nucleation. 
The result is a sequence of images showing only the changes in temperatures, i.e. the 
pattern of latent heat released during freezing of water in plants. Analysed leaves of R. 
myconi were free of surface moisture to allow identification of sites of intrinsic 
nucleators (Pearce 2001). After detachment, the entire sample, including the cut surface, 
was subjected to freezing temperatures. To have the entire sample in focus, leaves were 
flattened against a clear metallic plate and fixed by double-sided adhesive tape. In order 
to prevent artificial supercooling of the leaf, ice nucleation in the petiole was triggered 
around –3.3 °C by application of a droplet of INA (Ice Nucleation Active) bacteria 
suspension (Pseudomonas syringae van Hall 1902; Leibniz Institut DSMZ-Deutsche 
Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany) at 
the cut end of the petiole. 

 
Determination of freezing temperature in R.myconi leaves 

To establish the freezing temperature of R. myconi, 12-14 mg size leaf samples (main 
veins of the blade were avoided) were analysed by Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
(DSC 822e from Mettler Toledo, Switzerland). Samples were sealed in aluminium pans 
and were characterized under constant nitrogen flow (20 mL min-1). First, samples were 
equilibrated at +4 ˚C, and then cooled at a rate of 0.035 ˚C·min-1 (which is equivalent to 
the 2 ˚K·h-1 cooling rate used in the IDTA analysis, see above) from +4˚ to –14 ˚C. 
After DSC scans, samples were dried for 24 h in an oven at 80 ˚C and dry weight 
recorded, for the estimation of the water content (WC). Before the measurements, the 
DSC equipment was calibrated with zinc, indium and pure water as standards. All 
weights were recorded using a Mettler Toledo 0.1 mg precision balance. DSC 
experiments were performed at least three times. 
 

Photosynthetic pigment analysis 
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Approximately 15 mg of fresh leaf material (equivalent to around 5 mg of Dry Mass 
DM) were used per replicate, and 4 to 6 replicates per treatment and/or time point for 
photosynthetic pigment analysis. Samples were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen 
after treatment and freeze-dried before analysis. The method described in (García-
Plazaola and Becerril 2001) was followed with small modifications. Briefly, samples 
were double extracted in 0.250 mL of cold (+4 ˚C) Acetone:Water (95:5 v:v) first, and 
in 250 mL of pure acetone second. All acetone solutions were buffered with CaCO3. 
Both supernatants were filtered through a 0.2 µm PTFE filter (Teknokroma, Barcelona, 
Spain) before being analysed by HPLC. The relative de-epoxidation state of the 
xanthophyll cycle pigments was estimated by the ratio (A+Z)/(V+A+Z), abbreviated 
AZ/VAZ. 

 
Chlorophyll fluorescence measurements 

Chlorophyll a fluorescence was measured with a Mini-PAM Chl fluorometer system 
(Heinz Walz, Effeltrich, Germany) for all freezing and low temperature experiments 
and with a PAM2500 (Walz, Effeltrich, Germany) for the desiccation experiment. 
Samples were incubated in darkness, for at least 30 min, before F0 and Fm 
measurements. These were then used to estimate maximal photochemical efficiency of 
PSII (Fv/Fm). In Experiment 2, the fluorometer probe was fixed with a 60º angle at 
approximately 5 mm from the leaf (without direct contact to avoid alterations in the ice 
nucleation) and F0 was monitored along the freezing cycle. 

 
Statistical analyses 

One-way ANOVA, with Duncan test as post hoc, was applied to test for significant 
differences among treatments whenever raw or log-transformed data showed 
homoscedascity. Wilcoxon H-test followed by Mann-Whitney U-test was used for data 
showing heteroscidasticity. In controlled-freezing experiment paired t-test was used to 
assessed for significant differences in Fv/Fm and AZ/VAZ before and after freezing of 
the leaves. All statistical analyses were run with SPSS v24.0 at a significance level of 
α= 0.05. 
 

 
Results 

Desiccation of Ramonda myconi leaves in the dark 
Ramonda myconi plants survive complete desiccation as shown in Fig. 1. During a 
desiccation event, leaves shrink and amazingly reduce their area by means of 60-70 % 
(data not shown) (Fig. 1C). Chlorophyll content is maintained, and initial leaf area, 
turgor and healthy appearance are completely re-gained after rehydration (Fig. 1D).  
A controlled dehydration of leaf discs performed at 50% RH in the dark, induced a 
significant decrease in the Fv/Fm from initial values of 0.75 ± 0.01 (average ± SE) to 
final values of 0.49 ± 0.02 after 168 h of dehydration (Fig. 2A). While the majority of 
water loss occurred in the first 6 h of desiccation, the main decrease in Fv/Fm took place 
later, after minimum water content had been reached (Fig 2A, B). One day after the 
onset of desiccation (t=24 h), RWC was already below 5%, reaching a minimum of 3.8 
% ± 0.0 at 168 h of exposure to 50 % RH atmosphere (Fig. 2B). This final RWC was 
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equivalent to an absolute water content of 0.12 ± 0.01 g H2O g-1 DW. After rehydrating 
(still in the dark), the Fv/Fm increased towards initial values, up to 0.62 ± 0.01, although 
complete recovery was not reached by the end of the experiment, 24 h after the onset of 
the rehydration. Desiccation, even when it took place in complete darkness, induced the 
de-epoxidation of xanthophyll cycle pigments, i.e.: a significant amount of A+Z was 
accumulated within the first 24 h (Fig. 2C), resulting in a three-fold increase in 
AZ/VAZ after 24 h of desiccation. No additional de-epoxidation occurred during the 
remaining several days in the desiccated state (Fig. 2C, 168 h). The total pool of 
xanthophyll cycle pigments, expressed as a function of total chlorophyll, did not change 
significantly (Fig. 2D). Observed changes in the AZ/VAZ, matched the significant 
increase in Z/Chl (Fig. 2E) upon drying. 

 
Molecular mobility in dry vs frozen leaves 

Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) allows for an assessment of the relative 
molecular ability of a sample as a function of temperature. The alpha relaxation, which 
corresponds to the transition from glass to gel phases, can be identified as a peak in the 
Tan δ and as a steep decline in the storage modulus (G’). DMTA was performed on 
both hydrated and desiccated R. myconi leaf tissue in order to assess changes in relative 
molecular mobility as a function of temperature in both the hydrated and desiccated 
state. Analysis of fully desiccated R. myconi leaves (equilibrated to 50% RH 
atmosphere) revealed extremely low molecular mobility at ambient temperature ≈ +20 
˚C (Fig. 3A, B). Alpha relaxation appeared in the range of +20 to +40 ˚C. Thus, at 
ambient temperature (≈+20 ˚C), or below, R. myconi dry leaves were in the glassy state 
and enzymatic reactions are very unlikely (virtually impossible in a human time-scale) 
(Fig. 3A, B). In agreement with this, AZ/VAZ ratio remained unaltered after drying, 
i.e.: no significant difference was found between the timepoints 24 and 168 h after 
desiccation (see Fig. 2C). When hydrated leaves were subjected to the same DMTA 
analysis, the thermogram showed an expected shift of the α-relaxation towards lower 
temperatures (Fig. 3C, D). Noticeably, the glassy state was reached at temperatures 
below –15 ˚C, so although slowed down, enzymatic reactions could be expected at 
temperatures above –15 ˚C in frozen R. myconi leaves. 
 

Regulation of photochemical efficiency in winter-acclimated leaves of Ramonda myconi 
Winter acclimated plants of Ramonda myconi (Fig. 1B) showed a highly dynamic 
component of photoinhibition (by means of reduction in Fv/Fm) (Fig. 4). Measured at 
natural predawn, Fv/Fm decreased moderately (≤ 0.5) at air temperatures around 0 ˚C, 
while severe photoinhibition (Fv/Fm < 0.1) occurred in frozen leaves, whenever air 
temperature was ≤ 5 ˚C (Fig. 4, dates: 9th, 16th and 18th Dec, and some of the leaves on 
the 15th Dec). The dynamic nature of the photoinhibition was evidenced by the direct 
relationship between the extent of photoinhibition and the air temperature, but not 
between the extent of photoinhibition and the date. In other words decreasing Fv/Fm 
values did not follow correlative dates (as it could happen during winter acclimation in 
other plants), but followed a decreasing trend towards lower air temperatures (Fig. 4). 
The dynamic component of this observed winter photoinhibition is also observed in 
winter recovery experiments (Fig. 5). Leaves collected in the field at –2 ˚C and 
incubated at +20 ˚C in darkness, recovered the main proportion of their Fv/Fm within the 
first hour (Fig. 4A). The recovery of Fv/Fm was accompanied by re-epoxidation of 
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AZ/VAZ (Fig. 5B), as also evidenced by the	  decrease in the Z content (Fig. 5C), and 
without significant change on the size of the total VAZ pool (Fig. 5D). This was evident 
in the second phase of the photochemical recovery (i.e. after the first hour). 
Nevertheless, and noticeably, the initial recovery in Fv/Fm from 0.12 ± 0.04 (at time 0) 
to 0.45 ± 0.06 (at time 1 h) took place without significant change in the AZ/VAZ or in 
the Z/Chl ratios (Fig. 5A-C). 
 

Ice nucleation and propagation pattern, photochemical efficiency and xanthophyll cycle 
activation during controlled freezing of R. myconi leaves in the dark 

Controlled freezing experiments involved placing winter acclimated R. myconi leaves, 
that had incubated at +4 ˚C in darkness overnight, into a freezing chamber where 
temperatures were lowered at a rate of –2 ˚K h-1 in darkness. The process of freezing 
was monitored with an infrared camera (Fig. 6), and F0 values were recorded in parallel 
with a fluorometer probe (Fig. 6A, 7A).  
During the process of freezing two different phases were distinguishable (Fig. 6). In the 
first phase, ice nucleation started at the petiole and propagated through the main vein 
from the bottom to the tip of the leaf (Fig. 6B). From there, ice propagated throughout 
the edges of the leaf from the tip to the base following its venation pattern: from the leaf 
margin, the ice front moved back towards the mid-vein (Fig. 6B, C). A second phase of 
freezing started approximately 6 min later (Fig. 6D). During the second phase of the 
freezing, the mesophyll started to freeze at different isolated nucleation points, 
randomly throughout the blade (Fig. 6D, E). The whole freezing process lasted 10-20 
min and took place at a leaf temperature range between –1 and –4 ˚C. This was in 
agreement with the freezing temperature of R. myconi leaves revealed from the DSC 
(Fig. 6F). A clear exothermic peak was observed around a sample temperature of –2 ˚C 
when running scans at a comparable freezing rate of 0.035 ˚C min-1. 
Initial readings of Fv/Fm and AZ/VAZ were assessed prior to freezing the leaves and 
showed relatively high values for photochemical efficiency and relatively low amounts 
of A+Z present (Fig. 7B, C). The chlorophyll fluorescence parameter F0 was monitored 
throughout the cooling process (Fig. 7A). A sharp decline in F0 was observed starting 
around –3 ˚C, which is the time point coincident with ice formation in the leaf area just 
below the fluorescence probe (equivalent to figure 6E), until reaching minimum levels 
at a temperature of around –6 ˚C (Fig. 7A). Additionally, Fv/Fm values were reduced 
significantly during the freezing treatment in darkness, although the extent of reduction 
was quite variable (Fig. 7B). Values for Fv/Fm were 0.66 ± 0.07 (average ± SE) before 
freezing, and decreased to quenched values of 0.41 ± 0.25 after the freezing treatment 
(Fig. 7B). 

Pigments were collected before and after the freezing treatment, however analysis 
showed no change in xanthophyll cycle pigments as a result of freezing in darkness 
(data not shown). Nevertheless, since DMTA analysis revealed a high probability for 
enzymatic reactions to take place at –7 ˚C in R. myconi leaves, although at lowered rate 
(Fig. 3C, D), a longer incubation was performed in darkness at –7 ˚C on a second set of 
leaves. In this experiment a more natural night was simulated by incubating the leaves 
at –7 ˚C for 16 h in darkness. In this case AZ/VAZ increased two fold (Fig. 7C), which 
corresponded to a significant increase in the content of Z (Fig. 7D). This result indicates 
that freezing can directly induce Z synthesis in the absence of light. 
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Discussion 
Desiccation tolerance in R. myconi 

While most resurrection plants described so far have their native habitats in tropical 
areas of the South Hemisphere (Porembski and Barthlott 2000), Ramonda myconi is one 
of the few resurrection angiosperms in Europe (Rakić et al. 2014). There are five 
European resurrection plant species, which represent preglacial endemo-relict examples 
of the tropical-subtropical family Gesneriaceae. R. myconi is the only one growing in 
the Iberian Peninsula (it is endemic to the Pyrenees) while the other four: R. serbica, R. 
nathaliae, Haberlea rhodopensis and Jankaea heldreichii grow in the Balkan Peninsula 
(Rakić et al. 2014). Surprisingly, most of the research conducted with R. myconi has 
dealt with molecular aspects related to its polyploidy, phylogeny, and biogeography, or 
focused in the development of protocols for its in vitro culturing and transformation 
(Tóth et al. 2004, 2006; Dubreuil et al. 2008; Siljak-Yakovlev et al. 2008). Only a 
couple of works aimed at unravelling its ecology (Picó and Riba 2002; Riba et al. 
2002), and very scarce literature regards its ecophysiological performance (Schwab et 
al. 1989). This, contrasts with the extensive ecophysiological assessment of its Balkan 
relatives R. serbica, R. nathaliae and H. rhodopensis (Müller et al. 1997; Georgieva et 
al. 2007; Degl’Innocenti et al. 2008; Dubreuil et al. 2008; Rakic et al. 2015; Rapparini 
et al. 2015), with which R. myconi shares habitat preferences: i.e. limestone crevices. 
Although R. myconi has been assumed to be a resurrection plant, because all other 
species of the genus are tolerant to desiccation (reviewed in (Rakić et al. 2014)), we 
provide in this work ecophysiological evidence of its ability to resume normal 
metabolic activity after drying (Fig. 1C, D, Fig. 2).  
The observed decrease in Fv/Fm upon desiccation of R. myconi leaves was much more 
moderate than what has been reported for bryophytes or lichens, but is consistent with 
values reported for other resurrection plants; i.e. Fv/Fm values > 0.3 were measured in 
dry leaves of R. serbica (Gashi et al. 2013), R. nathaliae (Fernández-Marín et al. 
2011b), H. rhodopensis (Rapparini et al. 2015) or Craterostigma pumilum (Charuvi et 
al. 2015); and Fv/Fm values > 0.4 were obtained in R. nathaliae (Gashi et al. 2013) or in 
dry fronds of the DT-fern Hymenoglossum cruentum (Flores-Bavestrello et al. 2016). 
The drop in Fv/Fm shown by R. myconi was accompanied by synthesis of Z, even in the 
dark (Fig. 2), as previously shown for other tracheophytes tolerant to desiccation, 
including angiosperms (Fernández-Marín et al. 2009, 2011b). This finding reinforces 
the light-independence of the enzyme VDE under desiccation conditions, and the 
relevance of Z for the preservation of thylakoid integrity and functionality upon drying 
(Kranner et al. 2002; Beckett et al. 2012; Fernández-Marín et al. 2013). The decline in 
Fv/Fm was delayed in comparison to the loss of water content indicating a non-direct 
relationship between RWC and regulation of photochemical efficiency. According to 
the DMTA analyses (Fig. 3A, B) leaves of R. myconi totally equilibrated to 50% RH 
(i.e. dry) would be in the glassy state at temperatures <20 ˚C and thus, enzymatic 
reactions would very unlikely within the cell. This matches with the unaltered AZ/VAZ 
ratio found between the time points 24 and 168 h after desiccation (Fig. 2C). The 
recovery of Fv/Fm after a severe drying treatment (7 d at 50% RH, which is equivalent to 
an atmospheric ψw = –93.6 MPa) confirms the tolerance of R. myconi leaves to 
desiccation (Fig. 2A). 

 
First evidence of freezing tolerance in a resurrection plant 
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Although freezing tolerance is reasonably probable in some resurrection plants from 
temperate regions, there is very scarce literature about their physiology under low 
temperature conditions. Benina et al. (2013) have described metabolic changes in 
Haberlea rhodopensis subjected to +4 ˚C for 3 d in a chamber, but no literature is 
available about the performance of resurrection plants in subzero temperatures, except 
for one attempt to evaluate resistance to low temperature of R. myconi leaves, that 
consisted in the description of their survival to immersion in liquid nitrogen, when 
desiccated (Kappen 1966). Thus, to the best of our knowledge, we provide here the first 
evidence for the tolerance of a resurrection plant’s (i.e. R. myconi) leaves to intratissular 
ice formation, and thus its tolerance to freezing, as extracellular ice formation was 
tolerated without any damage to the leaves. The ice nucleation temperature of the 
leaves, estimated ex situ, was slightly higher (≈ –2 ± 2 ˚C; Fig. 6F, Fig. 7B) but 
consistent with observations in the field, when air temperature ≤ –5 ˚C resulted in 
dramatic declines in Fv/Fm (Fig. 4).  
 

Rapid vs slow components to recovery from winter stress in R. myconi 
Studies on overwintering evergreens have relied on measurements of recovery of Fv/Fm 
upon warming winter-acclimated photosynthetic tissue as a method for learning 
something about the mechanisms of reduced Fv/Fm that occur at least in part due to 
sustained forms of thermal dissipation (Verhoeven, 2014). Such studies have 
demonstrated that the kinetics of recovery consists of two phases that differ in 
relaxation rate; an initial phase relaxes very rapidly (within minutes to hours) while a 
second phase relaxes more slowly (hours to days) (Ottander and Oquist 1991; 
Verhoeven et al. 1996). The extent of each component varies widely depending upon 
species, light environment, temperature and the extent of the winter season (Verhoeven 
et al. 1998; Verhoeven 2013; Míguez et al. 2017). The slower component of sustained 
dissipation has been widely reported in overwintering conifers as well as broad-leaved 
evergreens and is the dominant form of sustained dissipation observed in severe 
midwinter conditions (Ottander and Oquist 1991; Verhoeven et al. 1996; Míguez et al. 
2015). The rapid component of sustained dissipation has been less widely reported but, 
importantly, is characterized by only occurring in conditions when temperatures drop 
below 0 ˚C (Míguez et al. 2015). This form of sustained dissipation seems to be more 
common earlier in the winter season, and is a larger component in plants acclimated to 
shadier environments (Verhoeven 2013). Previous studies have suggested that both the 
rapid and slowly reversible components of sustained thermal dissipation involve 
sustained engagement of xanthophyll pigments A+Z (Demmig-Adams and Adams 
2006). 

The recovery of winter stressed R. myconi leaves demonstrated a pronounced rapid 
component to recovery, with Fv/Fm values rising from 0.12 to 0.45 within the first hour 
of warming, while a slower component occurred over the next several hours with Fv/Fm 
rising to 0.63 after 5 hours of warming (Fig. 5A). Interestingly, the values for AZ/VAZ 
which were high at time zero remained high after 1 hour of warming and didn’t decline 
until the five hour time-point, suggesting that Fv/Fm and AZ/VAZ are not tightly 
coupled during the initial rapid component of recovery. The observation that R. myconi 
had a pronounced rapidly-reversible component to its sustained dissipation is consistent 
with the leaves being collected in conditions when temperatures were below 0 ˚C and 
the fact the plant is adapted to low light conditions as it grows most commonly on 
North-facing slopes.  
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The observed variation in predawn Fv/Fm as a function of air temperature also supports 
the finding that R. myconi leaves have a substantial rapid component to sustained 
thermal dissipation (Fig. 4). Fv/Fm values were reduced in a temperature dependent 
manner, with larger reductions occurring on the coldest days, while on dates when 
temperatures were above zero values clustered around 0.5. This demonstrates dynamic 
regulation of photochemical efficiency tied to leaf temperature, presumably allowing for 
maximal thermal dissipation on subzero days when low temperatures would preclude 
photosynthetic carbon gain. These data are consistent with previous studies showing a 
close relationship between predawn Fv/Fm and air temperature (Lundmark et al. 1998). 

 
Light-independent reductions in Fv/Fm and de-epoxidation of V to Z can be induced by 
low temperatures 
One of the goals of this study was to explore the mechanism of sustained forms of 
thermal dissipation in a comparative context by exploring whether reductions in Fv/Fm 
and Z formation can occur in the absence of light as a function of both desiccation and 
low temperatures. Previous studies have reported dark formation of Z in response to 
desiccation in a variety of species (see above). Indeed, light-independent de-epoxidation 
of V to Z, has repeatedly been demonstrated under different stress conditions 
throughout the last decade (Brüggemann et al. 2009; Fernández-Marín et al. 2009, 
2011a; Buchner et al. 2015). The operation of the xanthophyll cycle in darkness was 
first described upon desiccation/rehydration cycles in the resurrection fern Ceterach 
officinarum (Fernández-Marín et al. 2009) and later in a plethora of DT-species 
including lichens, intertidal macroalgae, bryophytes, and angiosperms (Fernández-
Marín et al. 2010, 2011b, 2013). We hypothesized that if reductions in Fv/Fm and 
formation of Z occurs in darkness during desiccation, due to mechanistic changes 
associated with the physical process of desiccation, this may also occur as a result of 
desiccation associated with freezing. Our results demonstrated significant reductions in 
Fv/Fm consistently occurred in response to freezing R. myconi leaves in darkness, 
although the extent of the reduction of Fv/Fm was highly variable (Fig. 7). An initial 
experiment examining A+Z content after cooling from +4 ˚C to –7 ˚C at a rate of –2 ˚C 
per hour showed no accumulation of A+Z, again illustrating a decoupling of the 
reduction in Fv/Fm and A+Z content. However, very interestingly, there was a 
significant increase in the de-epoxidation index of xanthophyll cycle pigments in R. 
myconi leaves after incubation at –7 ˚C for a period of 16 hours (Fig. 7). This finding 
reinforces the light-independent activity of the VDE enzyme under stress by providing 
the first evidence about the synthesis of Z can be directly induced by freezing (in the 
absence of light). This suggests that Z-accumulation could occur in darkness in a 
scenario when temperatures drop dramatically in the night under natural conditions.  
Interestingly, the enzymatic VDE activity occurred below the freezing temperature 
range of R. myconi leaves (Fig. 6), which suggests that, in nature, VDE can still be 
active in frozen leaves, as long as they are above the glassy state (i.e. at higher 
temperatures than the alpha-relaxation Fig. 3). Our evidence from direct mechanical 
measurements of hydrated leaves through DMTA are consistent with the hypothesis that 
in frozen leaves of R. myconi, enzymatic activity is still possible above –15˚C (Fig. 3C, 
D).  
 
So far, the possibility of leaf vitrification upon freezing had been suggested (Strimbeck 
and Schaberg 2009; Strimbeck et al. 2015) but very scarce measurements in 
photosynthetic tissues, i.e. leaves, had been conducted and most of them were 
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performed through low accuracy methodologies such as DSC (Hirsh 1987). From 
polymer sciences, it is long known that DMTA is a method with great sensitivity in 
detecting changes in internal molecular mobility (Laza et al. 1999). In the plant 
sciences, Ballesteros and Walters demonstrated that DMTA is a very accurate technique 
for directly measuring molecular mobility in dry seeds (Ballesteros and Walters 2011) 
and Fernández-Marín and co-workers estimated glass transitions in leaves from a 
desiccation tolerant bryophyte and related the vitrification to the limitation of enzymatic 
reactions (Fernández-Marín et al. 2013). The higher sensitivity of DMTA over DSC for 
the detection of glass transitions in polymers such as starch has recently been reported 
(Zhang et al. 2014). The successful estimation of glass transitions in frozen R. myconi 
leaves shown in this work, may serve as a baseline for future work to enhance our 
understanding of biochemical and physiological mechanisms of freezing tolerance in 
plants.  
 
Towards understanding the mechanism(s) of sustained thermal dissipation 

One of the goals of this study was to explore the mechanism(s) of sustained thermal 
dissipation by examining sustained dissipation in a single species that is tolerant to two 
forms of extreme stress that both result in induction of sustained forms of thermal 
dissipation. Previous studies on low temperature stress have suggested that low-
temperature induced sustained dissipation may involve sustained forms of the dynamic 
nonphotochemical quenching (NPQ) (Verhoeven 2014). This hypothesis is based on a 
model put forth by Holzwarth et al. (2009) suggesting two forms of thermal dissipation 
that differ in mechanism, location and relaxation time. It was suggested that the rapid 
component to sustained dissipation may be a sustained form of the so-called “Q1” type 
of quenching proposed by Holwarth et al. which is suggested to require PsbS, and ∆pH 
across the thylakoid membrane but can be independent of Z. The slower component was 
suggested to be a sustained form of the “Q2” type of quenching that requires Z but is 
independent of ∆pH and PsbS (Holzwarth et al. 2009). Our data from R. myconi are 
consistent with this hypothesis, as R. myconi shows a large rapid component of 
sustained dissipation that seems to be independent of Z formation, while a smaller slow 
component to recovery correlated closely with reconversion of Z to V. Our data are 
suggestive that similar mechanisms may be occurring in response to desiccation, as the 
Fv/Fm showed both a rapid and slower component to recovery upon rehydration (Fig. 
2A). Interestingly, the onset of freezing in the mesophyll of R. myconi was coincident 
with a marked drop in the F0 (Fig. 7A) that contrasts with the response usually observed 
in leaves of species non-tolerant to desiccation. In the later, F0 was found to increase, 
after a species-specific time lag after ice nucleation of between 10 to 26 min (Neuner 
and Pramsohler 2006; Hacker et al. 2008). The unexpected decrease of F0 found in the 
resurrection plant R. myconi would be in agreement with the de-activation of PSII 
before PSI, that has been described in desiccation tolerant species upon severe tissue 
dehydration (Nabe et al. 2007; Kosugi et al. 2009; García-Plazaola et al. 2012). Future 
research would be needed to better understand this mechanism of basal fluorescence 
quenching that probably underpins photoprotection of photosynthetic apparatus under 
both freezing and dehydrating conditions in desiccation tolerant plants. 

Despite its partial decoupling from energy dissipation, the synthesis of Z solely 
triggered by freezing in darkness, indicates a crucial role for this carotenoid upon 
freezing. The accumulation of Z may have important roles beyond energy dissipation, 
as previously suggested in dry bryophytes (Fernández-Marín et al. 2013). Other 
hypothesized roles for Z, such as the safe packing of photosynthetic protein complexes 
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and the preservation of thylakoid membrane integrity (Johnson et al. 2011; Jahns and 
Holzwarth 2012; Ilioaia et al. 2013), may be indispensable for frozen photosynthetic 
tissues. 

The light dependence of the conversion of xanthophyll cycle pigments, and therefore 
the engagement of sustained thermal dissipation, is interesting from a mechanistic 
viewpoint, as our current understanding of the requirements for the activation of thermal 
dissipation relies on the establishment of a proton gradient derived from photosynthetic 
electron transport. In most relevant physiological scenarios plants exposed to extreme 
stress exist in a dynamic light environment which would result in some formation of A 
and Z during the times of light exposure that might then be retained in darkness to 
provide the observed sustained dissipation. However, studies showing that Z formation 
can occur in the absence of light, due directly to desiccation or desiccation associated 
with freezing conditions (as shown here) suggest that VDE must be activated via 
alternative mechanisms, possibly due to conformational changes associated with the 
reduced cell volume that occurs in such conditions. Further studies are needed to 
explore a mechanistic understanding of these observations.  
 

Concluding remarks 
Both desiccation and freezing conditions triggered (i) synthesis of Z (even in the 
absence of light) and (ii) reductions in the maximal efficiency of photochemistry 
(Fv/Fm) in the leaves of the resurrection plant R. myconi. These changes were reversible 
upon rehydration and thawing respectively, and were not perfectly matched, suggesting 
that both Z-independent and Z-dependent forms of sustained dissipation are occurring. 
In winter leaves, enzymatic reactions (i.e. de-epoxidation of V to A+Z by VDE) took 
place below the freezing temperature range and above the alpha-relaxation temperature, 
in which the cellular content had a considerably high viscosity but with molecular 
mobility still possible to some extent. These findings could be interpreted in agreement 
with the hypothesis that desiccation tolerance mechanisms of R. myconi provide the 
basis of its resistance to frost that may have allowed this (and maybe its close Balkan 
relatives) to remain as the relict tertiary tropical species which survived the glacial era 
in the European continent (Rakić et al. 2014). 
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Figures 

Fig. 1 Ramonda myconi is a resurrection plant native to subalpine temperate 
environment and endemic to the Pyrinees. Its perennial leaves are able to survive both 
desiccation and freezing along the year. (A) R. myconi plant flowering in spring. (B) 
Frost of a R. myconi plant during Winter. (C) Desiccated plant at the end of summer in 
its natural population. (D) The same plant, after natural rehydration, two months later 
than in (C).  

 
Fig. 2 Desiccation-rehydration cycle of R. myconi leaf-discs. Desiccation was 
performed under a RH of 50% and the whole cycle was conducted in darkness. 
Hydration is indicated in black and desiccation in white symbols and bars. (A) Maximal 
photochemical efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm) (n≥5). (B) Changes in relative water content 
(n≥5). (C) Xanthophyll cycle de-epoxidation index (n=5). (D) Size of the total pigment 
pool of the xanthophyll cycle (n=5). (E) Relative amount of zeaxanthin to total 
chlorophyll (n=5). Data are means ± SE. When significant, differences in pigment 
contents among timepoints are depicted by lower case letters above the bars (P<0.05). 
 

Fig. 3 Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) scans of R. myconi leaves 
desiccated at 50% RH (A, B), or hydrated (C, D). Shaded areas highlight the α-
relaxation, which is identified as a peak or step in the Tan δ (upper panels: A, C), and as 
a deep decrease in the storage modulus (G’) (lower panels: B, D). The α-relaxation 
corresponds to the transition from the glassy state (at lower temperatures), where 
molecular mobility is extremely limited, towards the gel state (at higher temperatures), 
where molecular mobility is much higher and enzymatic reactions progressively more 
likely to occur. Water content was 0.08 and 3.1 g H2O g-1 DW in desiccated and in 
hydrated leaves, respectively. 
 

Fig. 4 Dependence of the Fv/Fm on the actual air temperature. Values were recorded 
before sunrise during twelve winter days (in February and December 2016) in 1 to 2 
leaves from 10 to 15 plants each time (specific number of leaves is detailed in italics 
underneath each box). Ice crystal symbol below the date denotes that all (whole symbol) 
or some (half symbol) of the sampled leaves were frozen during the measurement. 
Boxes cover 50% of the data; central lines represent the medians and whiskers represent 
the minimum and maximum values among non-atypical data. Open circles and asterisk 
represent outliers and extreme outliers, respectively. Significant differences are 
highlighted with lower case letters above each box (P<0.05).	   

 

Fig. 5 Recovery of winter-photoinhibited R. myconi leaves upon re-warming in the 
dark. (A) Maximal photochemical efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm). (B) Xanthophyll cycle de-
epoxidation index. (C) Relative amount of zeaxanthin to total chlorophyll. Leaves were 
collected frozen outdoor. Keep at +4 ˚C for the first hour and then at +20 ˚C during the 
rest of the recovery time. All this time, leaves were incubated in darkness, with liquid 
water in the petiole and at high RH. Data are means ± SE (n=3 biological replicates). 
When significant, differences among timepoints are depicted by lower case letters 
above the bars (P<0.05). 
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Fig. 6 Example of a R. myconi leaf subjected to a controlled freezing treatment from +4 
to –7 ˚C at a cooling rate of 2 ˚K h-1. Freezing of leaves was monitored with a digital 
infrared camera (A-E). A second set of leaves was measured by Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry (DSC) to estimate the ice nucleation temperature (F). (A) Original infrared 
image during the initial phase of freezing. (B, C) Images of the Infrared differential 
thermal analysis (IDTA) showing the first phase of freezing in which the ice spread 
through the xylem. Images were recorded 44 s and 57 s after initial ice nucleation in the 
petiole. (D, E) IDTA images showing the second phase of freezing in the mesophyll that 
took place approximately 6 min after the beginning of ice nucleation in the petiole. (F) 
DSC scan of winter R. myconi leaves recorded at 0.035 ˚C min-1 cooling rate. 
Exothermic peak reveals the ice nucleation event at around –2 ˚C. 

 
Fig. 7 Changes in chlorophyll fluorescence and xanthophyll cycle pigments during 
controlled freezing of R. myconi leaves in darkness. (A) Basal fluorescence of Chl (F0), 
expressed as % of the initial value measured at +4 ˚C, of three biological replicates 
monitored during cooling to –7 ˚C (cooling rate of 2 ˚K h–1). Note: although F0 was 
monitored in four leaves, the fluorometer probe moved during the measurement of one 
of them and F0 is then only shown for three replicates. (B) Fv/Fm of the same four leaves 
(Feb 2016) plus further four leaves (Dec 2016) measured before (+4 ˚C) and at the end 
of the cooling treatment (–7 ˚C). Boxes cover 50% of the data; central lines represent 
the medians and whiskers represent the minimum and maximum values among non-
atypical data (n=8). (C) Xanthophyll cycle de-epoxidation index of a separate set of 
leaves (Mar 2017) before (+4 ˚C) and after incubation in darkness at –7 ˚C for 16 h, 
representing a winter night. Data are average ± SE (n=6). (D) Relative amount of 
zeaxanthin to total chlorophyll of the same leaves. When significant, differences among 
timepoints are depicted by lower case letters above the bars (paired t-test, P<0.05). 
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Fig.2
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Fig.3
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Fig. 4 
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Fig. 5 
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Fig. 6 
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Fig. 7 
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